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Introduction and short-term timeline
In this talk I will try to give you  

1. An idea of the task ahead of us 
2. The project structure which I think gives us the best chance to succeed 

I will not try to be comprehensive in the overview of the task ahead, but rather focus on 
a couple of key elements which will in my view drive the work. 
I stress that I do not wish to discuss about individual people or names today, but rather 
the structure (of course the two can never fully factorize, and I have some ideas). 
Let’s use the winter to rest and think about both the structure and names, and come 
back in January ready to agree on the people who will serve in key coordinating roles. 
We can therefore aim to have the project generally up-and-running by the end of 
January, with other roles filled as soon as possible after that.  
If you give feedback or suggestions on the structure or names between now and 
January, please make sure to copy both Marcel and me in the mail. We will discuss 
together before coming up with a proposal to present to you.
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General project principles, mission statement, scope
We are a hybrid — both a subdetector and a software project. We need to 
take the best of both management and organizational cultures if we want to 
make the project a success. 

Our objective is to reliably process and record data at 2∙1033 cm-2s-1 while 
enabling at least the full Run 2 physics programme of the LHCb collaboration. 

From a software management point of view, the RTA project will maintain (for 
the upgrade) Rec, Phys, Hlt, Moore, and (if still needed in Run 3) Brunel.  

Clearly important components also live in LHCB/Lbcom, will discuss division 
of labour further with computing project .
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Project culture
Take the contributor’s covenant as a baseline for the kind of culture we want to encourage 

https://www.contributor-covenant.org 

In addition, add the following points based on experience and our specific environment 

1. Encourage use of gender neutral language, e.g. “manpower” => “people” and so on 
2. Encourage a culture in which those with tenured or tenure-track positions take the bureaucratic 

jobs on their shoulders, and energetically defend the interests of younger project members in 
front of collaboration management and other senior physicists or structures.  

3. Encourage a culture in which tasks assigned to non-tenure(-track) staff are designed to directly 
benefit their intellectual development and their career prospects. 

4. Criticism, whether technical or organisational, must be paired with a constructive suggestion in 
order to be taken into account. 

This is not about superseeding the CERN or LHCb codes of conduct, having rules to enforce, or 
anything like that. It is a statement that our project culture is something we care about 
independently of what any structures around us may think or care about.
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Project logo and workshops
Any good project must have a logo! 

Please distribute information among RTA project members in your institutes (and HLT, T&A, PID communities) 
that suggestions for a logo will be gratefully received 

Set a deadline of Jan 11th for the suggestions to arrive, then vote at next RTA IB meeting on them? 

We have an RTA workshop in Paris in July 2019 (15-26) which actually predates the project, proposal was 
submitted January 2016! 25 kEuro of funding to subsidize travel and stay (in particular for students etc), and 
second week will double up as an external LHCb hackathon. 

For 2020, invite expressions of interest to host an external RTA workshop — if there is interest, should discuss as 
early as possible with our Computing project colleagues to avoid clash with Computing workshop.
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The task ahead
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Factorizing the problem
For the purposes of this discussion, factorize the challenge ahead of us into three broad parts 

1. Make our pattern recognition and signal classification fast enough to process 30 MHz of 2∙1033 cm-2s-1 data  

2. While respecting (1) make sure that our pattern recognition and signal classification are both flexible and 
precise enough to deliver the required performance for our physics programme. 

3. Deliver all the infrastructure which means that we can reliably use (1)+(2), reliably monitor what we are 
doing, and reliably deliver analysis-quality physics objects to the physics analysts. 

4. Deliver a documentation which means that any Run 3 physics analyst can understand exactly what RTA does, 
what design choices we made and why, and what selection criteria were applied to their physics signals 
during the RTA processing. 

A lot of the focus is on (1) right now, and that’s correct because the single most biasing thing we can do to our 
physics is to reconstruct it with hard pattern recognition thresholds, tight search windows, or to apply tight cuts to 
it. It is easier to calibrate your way out of bugs if you were 99% efficient to begin with!  

But unless we also deliver (2-4), we will eventually systematics limit at least parts of our physics programme, and 
that isn’t good enough. Also, (2-4) allow many of our colleagues who are not performance computing experts to 
make crucial contributions to the success of the project! Important to pursue all in parallel.
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What is our real throughput budget?
We often talk about our throughput in terms of hitting 30 MHz for HLT1 on 1000 reference “quanta” nodes, but 
this ignores a numbers of things, for example 

1. The LHC (non-empty) bunch crossing rate is not 30 MHz 
2. We need resources to run some HLT2 depending on the available disk buffer 
3. The farm we will have in 2021 will not be 1000 reference quanta nodes 
4. … 

I am now going to try and make the most optimistic extrapolation possible of our resources, and what our 
targets should therefore be. Then we can unpick what is optimistic about it and by how much.
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Ingredients of the calculation
1. The LHC is estimated to deliver up to 2500 colliding bunches, which is 28 MHz (not 30)
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8. If we can do this, we know from previous studies that an HLT1 output rate of 500 kHz is not a catastrophe for 

most of our physics (maybe not kaons and some harder charm modes), so assume that is what we run 
9. Assume that data behaves like MC for now — in the past it was typically 20-30% slower. Also assume that 

alignment and calibration tasks etc. do not take up any meaningful resources.
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So what about the disk buffer?
Properly taking into account the disk buffer is a complex task, not least because money we spend on the disk 
buffer is money we will not be able to spend on CPU 

In 2021 we can expect to pay around 60 CHF/TB for server-grade disks 

We have a 10 PB disk buffer left over from Run 1 + Run 2, but how usable this will be (it is in the old nodes and 
these are desktop-grade, not server-grade disks) is an open question.  

I don’t want to go into the details of this question today, it requires a proper study which I intend to launch first 
thing in the new year. For now assume that we will have a disk buffer which is just big enough to buffer the HLT1 
output during nominal datataking, but not so big that we could use technical stops in order to process HLT2. 

With that assumption, and the assumed HLT1 throughput, we can 

1. Calculate the number of nodes available to process HLT2 in fill 
2. Based on that number, and the LHC efficiency (fraction in-fill vs. fraction out-of-fill) over a typical 3-week 

running period, compute the required HLT2 throughput on a reference node 

To give a sense of scale, three weeks of non-stop LHC datataking with a 500 kHz HLT1 output rate and 100 kB 
HLT1 event size amounts to around 90 PB of data, or a 5.4 MCHF sized disk buffer.
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Task ahead on the HLT2 throughput
The current throughput was benchmarked (without selections) by Sascha in Chia 

HLT2 throughput 09/2018 ≈ 64 Hz per reference node 

The required throughput is 

No disk buffer ≈ 430 Hz/reference node 
Disk buffer, 50% LHC efficiency ≈ 280 Hz/reference node 
Disk buffer, 70% LHC efficiency ≈ 320 Hz/reference node 
Disk buffer, 90% LHC efficiency ≈ 390 Hz/reference node 

Notice that in extreme LHC efficiency scenarios there are always things you can do, like cut harder in HLT1.  

Still, even assuming that we have a substantial disk buffer, and that we can add combinatorics for no extra cost, 
we still need to gain a factor of ~5 in the HLT2 reconstruction. Making progress on this will become an 
absolutely crucial challenge next year!
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A comment on the structural challenges
The disk buffer is used for a lot more than simply allowing the HLT to process between fills. 

In particular, it provides an important safety mechanism if things go wrong with the alignment or calibration, or 
when deploying new HLT2 configurations and lines. We have made less use of this as Run 2 has gone on, but 
with a new detector in Run 3 this kind of safety margin will become more important again. 

Bottom line is that having a too small disk buffer will not only mean the code has to be faster, but introduce 
significant operational overheads and challenges for the team. 

Similarly, around 25-40% of our total processing power in 2021 will come from the Run 2 farm. This means that 
the farm will struggle to get more powerful for 2022 and 2023, our M&O money will likely mostly go into 
replacing the old farm nodes. And the same story will repeat for Run 4. 

This is very different from how we experienced Run 1 and Run 2. It is not a problem for today, but since this 
project and this IB should have a long term future I would encourage you all, as IB members, to think seriously 
about it. We most likely need extra money even if we manage to fit the 2021 processing into 2.8 MCHF!
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Task ahead on the HLT selections
The HLT1 selections have always been delivered by a small “core” team, and I don’t see why that cannot 
continue in the RTA project. HLT1 is inherently a small object, most lines are “technical” or calibration lines, and 
the vast majority of our physics programme can be assured by 5-6 physics selections.  

We have many big challenges ahead, but this won’t be one of them. 

The HLT2 selections, on the other hand, will be a huge exercise in testing and validation 

We will need to set extremely strict targets on the combinatorics timing, and help people to meet them. We 
will also need to worry about output bandwidths, but that’s an easier problem if the timing is under control. 

We need to provide a reliable Selective Persistency framework (building on the excellent work done throughout 
Run 2) and test all the many different use cases of this framework which the PWGs come up with 

If we are NOT able to run the offline reconstruction upfront in HLT2, we need to be able to manage HLT2 lines 
which define specific reconstruction sequences for their physics, and ensure that they do not interfere with each 
other. In this case the question of using common intermediate particles will also be very important (this is a 
game we have played many times in LHCb already without much success) 

We will need the full participation of the PWGs to succeed, building on the great work done over the last year.
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Task ahead on the alignment & calibration infrastructure
At a minimum we need to replicate what we have today in Run 2 with the new detectors, which will already 
require close collaboration with the subdetector, alignment, and calibration experts 

There is however a broader point, which is that the RTA system (and indeed the real-time alignment and 
calibration system) will be at the heart of the Run 3 commissioning infrastructure. 

On a personal note, a good deal of the early Run 2 commissioning was done by HLT and T&A/PID experts 
looking at data coming out of HLT1 and buffered on the nodes. This will undoubtedly again be the case.
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Task ahead on the documentation
All of our work will be easier if we properly document what we are doing. Merge requests and git/jira 
discussions are simply not a substitute for coherent notes/papers explaining what we did. We will have many 
new PhD students and even postdocs commissioning a new detector for the very first time in Run 3, and we have 
to make it possible for them to efficiently and rapidly understand what we intended the system to do, so that 
they are then able to understand why it is inevitably doing something else, and how to fix it. 

Of course, we should also maintain (as the current HLT and PPWG teams do) a set of starter scripts which allow 
anyone to quickly get to the point of running our code and trying things out! 

We should also help people by providing an RTA-specific documentation template with clear guidance on what 
information and level of detail are considered relevant. 

In addition, we should always encourage RTA members to publish their work as short-author-list technical papers, 
and in particular to always try and see the generally applicable principles behind whatever specific piece of code 
they have delivered for LHCb.
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Project structure
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“Strategy and coordination” layer 

Resource management, priority definition, 
conflict resolution. One coordinator per WP. 
Collective/consensus planning, however 
coordinators will have significant autonomy 
on day-to-day implementation.

“Implementation” layer (deliverables) 

One responsible per deliverable who not 
only maintains and improves current code 
but also helps to integrate new ideas.  

Documentation is considered a deliverable 
and will be required for each component, 
and factored into the delivery time. In 
addition to internal documentation, where 
possible deliverables should result in short-
author-list technical papers. 

Precise content to be discussed with WP 
coordinators, some thoughts given on 
reconstruction to illustrate the general level 
of granularity.

PL + Deputy(ies) IB Chair (ex-officio)

PWGs attaché Computing attaché Online attaché

WP6 : 
Accelerators 

and  
future R&D

WP2 : Pattern 
recognition 
algorithms 

(including ML)

WP3 : Selections 
(including LoKi and 

PID classifiers)

WP1 : Data 
preparation, data 
structures, event 

model, & persistency

WP4 : 
Alignment & 
Calibration

WP5: QA, 
Monitoring, 

Release 
management

CALO reco 
Muon reco 
RICH reco 

VELO 
Forward 
Seeding 
Match 

Downstream 
Fitting 

Vertexing 
PV finding 
Jet reco 

…

“Connecting” layer 

Ensures coherent day-to-day communication 
with other projects & PWG where required. 
Based at CERN (except for PWGs).

Simulation attaché
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Comment on deliverables and responsibilities
The existence of people who are responsible for a particular algorithm does not mean that other 
collaboration members cannot propose their own ideas.  

Every collaboration member is actively encouraged to attend RTA meetings (or WP meetings) and 
present their ideas, or to submit merge requests with new ideas. 

The purpose of having named responsible is to assure the maintenance and optimal functioning 
whatever is currently the best (baseline) approach, not to block new&better approaches from being 
proposed and implemented. This is the hybrid between the open-source software management style (a 
few high-level responsibles for the project as a whole) and the subdetector management style (project 
maximally factorized with a clear matching of person to task). 

Named responsibles deliver their areas of the project within the scope of their employment; their 
groups assure the long-term maintenance by hiring new people to continue doing the work. Of course, 
some flexibility and allowance for people moving between groups (and therefore transfer of 
responsibilities between groups) must be maintained.   

Deliverables may span work packages, in which case whether they should be factorized further or 
managed together by the WP coordinators in question is left to their discretion.
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Further comment on responsibilities and priorities
Clearly a number of responsibilities in this project cover areas which were traditionally covered by the 
subdetector projects. This will require a clear and constructive communication between myself and 
the relevant subdetector PLs, in particular when setting priorities. I am committed to this. 

Beyond this point, the long term sociological legacy of the RTA project should be a group of tenured 
physicists, inserted in labs and universities across the member states of LHCb, who view computing in 
the same way that their thesis advisors viewed calorimetry, vertexing, and so on. 

We our best postdocs to be able to make a career in RTA and start groups based on this activity! 

This also means that we need to display a degree of flexibility in allowing responsibilities to move 
around with people. We are not just bootstrapping a single project here, we are bootstrapping an 
entire field’s culture and approach to the funding of software development by physicists, and we have 
to act in a coherent way if we are going to succeed. 

We can take inspiration and encouragement from the IRIS-HEP initiative in the US, which a number of 
us supported and participate(d) in, and we will hopefully also be able to learn relevant lessons from 
their own experiences.
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Broad goals of WP1, data structures
Top priority must be HLT1 

Minimize time taken by unpacking the raw banks and preparing/clustering the data for the 
reconstruction algorithms 

Define a minimal track object which allows HLT1 to reach its physics objectives while minimizing 
computational and memory overhead 

However it is also important to have a coherent event model for HLT2 (reuse of HLT1 objects there?) 
and to coherently deal with the persistence of the final trigger decisions and the associated objects 
(including the output of the TURBO triggers for example). 

Can imagine going in a direction of systematically defining “light” and “full” data structures for each 
type of reconstructed object, making sure that best practice propagates. 

Clearly must connect very closely to both the Reconstruction and Selection WPs, we should not 
erect artificial barriers between people. E.g. is sorting data preparation or pattern recognition? It is 
both… so close communication will be essential.
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Broad goals of WP2, reconstruction
Must ensure the optimal physics performance of our reconstruction algorithms to meet the physics 
objectives of the collaboration. 

For each reconstruction algorithm must 

Understand how much faster it could be made by “tuning” (search windows, strategies to reduce 
combinatorics, use of a subset of detector layers/elements, … ) or computing optimization 
(vectorization, lighter data structures, reduced memory usage, …). 

In parallel, and in case this speedup is insufficient, prototype and evaluate alternative algorithms 

In addition it will be critical to share techniques for speeding algorithms up across the different 
reconstruction WP deliverables, since everything must get much faster. 

Will need a very close coordination with the data structures WP.
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Broad goals of WP3, selections
Provide a uniform interface/framework for configuring/writing HLT1 and HLT2 selections. 

Understand the timing cost of particle combinatorics and revisit our combinatorics engine (and 
associated assumptions) to bring this under control 

Maintain LoKi, which is and will remain the foundation of all our analysis infrastructure 

Maintain and develop particle identification selections (MVA, MuonIDs, DLLs, CALO ID, etc.) 

These are included here and not in reconstruction because the selections themselves are not so 
throughput critical as the pattern recognition. 

Develop and maintain, in close collaboration with the QA WP, procedures for reviewing, testing, and 
integrating new HLT lines and selections.
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Broad goals of WP4, alignment&calibration
Maintain and develop the Run 2 real-time alignment&calibration framework and make sure that it is 
usable for Run 3 datataking. Make sure that we are propagating the correct conditions to our 
reconstruction and selections. 

Ensure we are able to provide the data streams required for the real-time alignment&calibration 

Ensure the quickest possible turnaround of alignment&calibration algorithms and tolerances at the 
start of Run 3. This connects to the next WP: we need in-house data quality control, especially 
during the commissioning period. 

Manage a series of commissioning challenges during 2019 and 2020 where we gradually test the 
system with more and more realistic (misaligned, miscalibrated, wrong detector conditions, etc.) 
simulation and understand the robustness of the whole system to these effects. Think of this as a 
dry run for 2021. 

Open question: should TurCal live within the selections or alignment&calibration WP? To be 
discussed with the WP coordinators in the new year.
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Broad goals of WP5, monitoring, QA, & release mgmt
Define and develop processes and policies ensuring high data quality 

Implement and maintain DQ monitoring metrics (directly relating to RTA, e.g. A&C monitoring, 
trigger monitoring, high-level physics checks, etc.) 

Ensure the timely and reliable release of RTA software, including by training new release managers. 
Ensure a constructive and efficient review of the RTA codebase. 

Ensure a reliable online integration of our applications. Ensure efficient integration of HLT and A&C 
tasks in the ECS (with focus on robustness and usability) 

In coordination with the commissioning team, add to the global monitoring infrastructure 
requirements and participate in the relevant implementation. Ensure that RTA participates fully and 
constructively in our commissioning activities, and is able to commission the system ahead of the 
2021 restart using simulation. 

Provide relevant technical input to the PPG about the operational impact of their physics priorities 
(HLT1/HLT2 output rates, disk buffer extrapolations, throughput costs and reconstruction thresholds 
in HLT1, etc.) to enable informed decision making by the PCs and collaboration management. 

By its nature this WP is very intimately connected to all the others, and its coordinator will naturally 
drive a lot of the project’s technical culture. 32



Broad goals of WP6, accelerators and R&D
Provide a home for people working on alternative technologies and further our understanding of 
the integration and I/O issues implied by the use of hybrid architectures 

Develop ways to reliably and fairly compare the cost-effectiveness of different architectures, in 
particular looking forward to the hard problems of Run 4 and 5.  

Incubate new ideas for reconstruction algorithms and ensure that those ideas are fed back, where 
possible, to the baseline x86 architecture. 
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Role of IB and scrutiny of management
IB acts to ensure continuity of resources required by the project. 

IB should act to support the project management but is also an independent body. IB members 
represent institutes  and are as such involved in the decision making process. 

Begin with regular monthly scrutiny of the project by the IB including detailed technical status 
reports by PL and/or specific WP representatives. See how this works and adjust  accordingly.
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Connection to physics working groups
The objective of having a single PWGs attache is to explicitly avoid having individual liaisons for 
each PWG. Instead this gives the project a single point of contact with the PWGs. 

The PWGs attache will also have as their role to understand if there are obstacles — in the way the 
project is structured or in understanding our code (configuration, reconstruction, selections,…) 
which make it hard for PWG members to contribute.  

They will give constructive feedback to improve this and help to actively encourage and recruit PWG 
members to contribute to the project. 

Open question: relationship to the Run1+Run2 “calibration/performance” PPWG, to be discussed 
with the conveners and management in due course.
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Connection to subdetectors
Particularly important for the first two WPs (data structures and pattern recognition) as well as for the 
Alignment & Calibration WP. 

Having a liaison per subdetector would not, in my opinion, be helpful because the nature of the 
collaboration required will be highly deliverable-dependent.  

Hence focus on making sure that the responsibles for the relevant deliverables, together with their WP 
coordinators, keep in close contact with the relevant subdetector experts and work closely and 
coherently with them.
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Connection to Upgrade 2
Obviously we do not have the resources to participate in Upgrade 2 work, although a number of 
groups are participating in Accelerator R&D and will hopefully find a natural home in that WP. 

However, as we have learned from the current upgrade, optimizing the detectors together with the 
data processing is very important to give us the best physics reach! 

We also need to have some basis from which to push for MoUs for Upgrade 2. 

Conclusion: appoint an U2 responsible. This person will NOT be part of the RTA management 
structure and will report to LHCb management and the IB chair directly. Their job would be to make 
sure that lessons learned from what we are doing now for the Run 3 reconstruction are taken 
onboard when planning the Upgrade 2 subdetectors, and to connect the people doing R&D within 
RTA with those doing R&D in the subdetectors themselves.
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Technology choices
It is clear that the project cannot and will not decide on hardware architectures  

There are well-established procedures within the collaboration for this, in particular 
within the Technical Board, and there is no (and there has never been any) question of 
doing anything special. It will be up to the TB, the very experienced RTA IB, and 
collaboration management to define the process by which any decisions will be taken. 

From a technical point of view it is important to remember that the baseline x86 
architecture will always be the majority of the project’s effort, because of HLT2 where 
there is no alternative to this baseline.  

Similarly, since HLT1 is to a large extent a subset of HLT2, there will always be an x86 HLT1 
solution whether or not we decide to use accelerators. This means we have a “safety” 
built in to the system which allows us to explore accelerator ideas without fear. 

If at some point there would be a decision to use accelerators for HLT1, all x86 work done 
for HLT1 would not be lost, on the contrary it will immediately benefit HLT2.
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Conferences and publicity material
PL+Deputy shall be responsible for 

1. Submitting abstracts to conferences and finding speakers. The goal is to ensure a wide 
dissemination of RTA results and give project members a concrete payoff for contributions. 

2. Maintaining a list of approved RTA-related plots and results, organising practice talks, and 
checking their content. Coordination with USPG/SB to be discussed. 

3. Reviewing conference proceedings (which should be encouraged, also as a way of helping 
write documentation!) 

Reminder : within the existing collaboration structures the SB has no formal role in organising 
subdetector/project related talks, and those talks do not count towards people’s SB score. 

In order to help in this work, propose to ask 3 “senior” IB members who cannot contribute 
technically to volunteer to participate in this work. 

Note: clearly talks and proceedings will be circulated to the general project mailing list, and 
everyone will be free to comment. It is simply that, contrary to the last years, WP coordinators 
and those responsible for specific deliverables won’t be required to participate in this work.
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Meetings
To be discussed with WP coordinators and other project members, however some constraints emerge naturally 

1. Parallel session in each LHCb week 
2. One status report in each LHCb week (in detector session?) 
3. Status reports at the scheduled LHCC review meetings 
4. IB meeting every 4-6 weeks 
5. Weekly “strategy and coordination” layer meeting/roundtable 

Beyond this seems natural to start with a biweekly meeting on Friday afternoons in order to not overlap with 
PWG meetings and give American contributors a chance to join. Review how well this is working after a few 
months and adjust accordingly. 

Meetings of individual WPs can be left to WP coordinators to judge and call ad-hoc as needed. 
Strike a balance between a long general meeting which is tiring but lets people get a real overview of what is 
going on and helps propagate best practices, and several shorter meetings which are maybe easier for people 
but which can encourage fragmentation of effort and make coordination harder. 

Relationship with the biweekly upgrade SW meeting needs some discussion. In principle we could have them in 
alternating weeks, with the upgrade SW meeting focusing more on “core/framework” aspects and the RTA 
meeting focusing more on reconstruction/selection and everything else, but see with Computing PL. 
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Mailing lists + Twiki
Suggest to start with a single “general” RTA egroup and develop more specific ones (for WPs or for 
commissioning activities or whatever) as the need arises. 

Set this up in time for the next IB meeting and advertise on lhcb-general? 

Over the holiday season I will set up a first version of an RTA Twiki page, which we will then all have fun filling in! 
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Conclusion
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The road ahead of us
The RTA project has been, in one way or another, 5+ years in the making now 

It follows on from the 2015 breakthrough, the first time a HEP detector of this 
scale was aligned, calibrated, and fully reconstructed in real time. Now we have to 
prove that this was not a flash in the pan, but instead the dawn of a new era. 

The success of the RTA project is intimately linked to the success of the LHCb 
upgrade. We should also recognise that this is an exciting challenge — we need 
to deliver the same data processing capacity as the ATLAS HL-LHC software 
trigger 6 years earlier on 1/7th of the budget. 

We need to focus and organize, but we should never forget the unique LHCb 
culture which has already given us so many innovations in data processing. RTA 
members should be evangelical about the exciting nature of this challenge and 
miss no opportunity to recruit all the best and brightest students and postdocs in 
the collaboration to work with us. There is more than enough to do!
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Tentative RTA calendar for 2019
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Report to LHCb week

Report to LHCb week

Report to LHCb week

Report to LHCb week

Report to LHCC

Report to LHCC

Report to LHCC

Report to LHCC

This is to give an idea, not fix things in stone. 11 reports in the first 6 months will set the pace.

Report to IB

Report to IB

Report to IB

Report to IB

Report to IB

Report to IB

External hackathon and RTA workshop in Paris

Report to RRB

Report to RRB


